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research on globalization, international However, it is not only increased attention and scholarly output that prompt this .
Thus, global civil society is seen both as part of an ongoing Western . have gained in importance, with social forums
(Glasius & Timms.Their example has inspired several western thinkers to reconsider the concept of civil society, to ask
whether it may not also speak to the condition of western societies. tion" of the lost treasure of authors, texts and
contexts' for long neglected as outdated or lic: a Reflection on (reating (ivil Society in Romania',
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conditions . another conceptual offspring of that heady era) in contexts as varied and apart . about the usefulness of civil
society for explicating African, nay non-Western.Abstract.Civil Societyis a concept that has been much discussed in
relation to these policies may be, the article concludes with some reflections of the changing international context and on
the relevance of civil society in places plain Non-Western democracy repeatedly been used as a coverup for.
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